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QUESTION 1

Which of the following is true regarding the use of the RESTORE SYSTEM utility at a disaster recovery site? 

A. Thecopypool target volumes must be restored. 

B. DB2 must be started before any of the DB2copypools are recovered. 

C. The tapes for all of the dump classes, associated with the DB2copypools, must be available. 

D. The DFSMShsm environment must be restored to a point in time that is synchronized with the restore of the BSDS
datasets. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

When creating a LOB table space, the pagesize of the bufferpool specified on the CREATE LOB TABLESPACE
statement may be: 

A. 32KB only 

B. 16KB or 32KB only 

C. 8KB, 16KB, or 32KB only 

D. 4KB, 8KB, 16KB, or 32KB 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Given the following scenario: 

A table is created in a table space with the LOGGED attribute. The LOAD utility then loads 5 rows and creates an inline
copy. The QUIESCE utility is run for the same table space. 

The table space is altered to NOT LOGGED. 

Two rows are inserted to a table in the table space. 

An image copy is then created by the COPY utility. 

What is the earliest point to which the table space can be recovered by using only the RECOVER utility? 

A. The QUIESCE point after the LOAD. 

B. The point where the table space was altered to NOT LOGGED. 

C. The point where the inline copy is created by the LOAD utility. 



D. The point where the image copy is created after the table space was altered to NOT LOGGED. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

When creating a range-partitioned table space, what determines the maximum number of partitions and total table
space size possible? 

A. The NUMPARTS clause 

B. The MAXPARTITIONS clause 

C. The page size and DSSIZE 

D. Thebufferpool and lock size 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

When using an ALTER to add two different foreign key constraints to a dependent table, what must be true? 

A. Both foreign keys must be added on the same ALTER statement 

B. A unique index must exist on the dependent table before adding the foreign key 

C. Key data relationships must be validated prior to adding any primary or foreign key 

D. The parent key and parent table unique index must exist before adding the foreign key 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

In an effort to minimize the amount of disk space currently being used by an existing rapidly growing production index
created on a table with all fixed length rows, which combination of index changes should a DBA specify on the ALTER
INDEX SQL statement? 

A. FREEPAGE 0 NOT PADDED 

B. ERASE YES PIECESIZE 2G 

C. BUFFERPOOL BP8K1 COMPRESS YES 

D. NOT PADDED BUFFERPOOL BP8K1 

Correct Answer: C 

 



QUESTION 7

A DBA wishes to audit all access to the non-audited table OWNER.EMPLOYEE. Assuming no audit traces are started,
which of the following steps are needed to audit access to this table? 

A. -START TRACE AUDIT CLASS (5) 

B. -START TRACE AUDIT CLASS (4, 5) 

C. -START TRACE AUDIT CLASS (4, 5) and ALTER TABLE OWNER.EMPLOYEE AUDIT ALL 

D. -START TRACE AUDIT CLASS (4, 5) and ALTER TABLE OWNER.EMPLOYEE DATA CAPTURE CHANGES 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

A new table with a row size of 500 bytes is created in a table space that was defined with the following CREATE
TABLESPACE statement: 

CREATE TABLESPACE TS1 

IN DB2DB1 

USING STOGROUP SG1 

BUFFERPOOL BP12 

SEGSIZE 32 

LOCKSIZE ANY 

CLOSE YES 

FREEPAGE 50 

PCTFREE 0; 

Assuming the new table is the only table in this table space, if the LOAD utility is used to load 100,000 rows of data, how
many pages are loaded with data between each page of embedded free space within the table space? 

A. 31 

B. 32 

C. 49 

D. 50 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9



In which of the following catalog tables are the distribution statistics for an index on expression stored? 

A. SYSINDEXES 

B. SYSCOLDIST 

C. SYSKEYTGTDIST 

D. SYSINDEXSTATS 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 10

What is the most efficient way to determine successful completion, end of file, and number of rows returned after a multi-
row fetch operation? 

A. Use the GET DIAGNOSTICS statement. 

B. Count the number of present values in the result set array. 

C. Interpret the SQLCODE and SQLERRD3 fields of the SQLCA. 

D. Use the GET DIAGNOSTICS FOR CONDITION 1 statement. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

A DBA notices that the underlying DB2 VSAM data set for a DB2-managed segmented table space has gone into a
large number of data set extents. To increase the primary allocation of disk space for this table space, an ALTER
TABLESPACE statement is executed. Which of the following actions would cause the change in primary allocation to
become effective? 

A. The table space must be stopped and re-started. 

B. The RUNSTATS utility must be executed against the table space. 

C. The REORG TABLESPACE utility must be executed against the table space. 

D. The STOSPACE utility must be executed against the DB2 stogroup associated with the table space. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

In the ACCESS_DEGREE column of the PLAN_TABLE it shows the number 10. What does this indicate? 

A. The degree of parallelism used at run time 



B. The number of CPUs to be used in parallelism 

C. The degree of parallelism chosen at bind time 

D. The number of partitions accessed during execution 

Correct Answer: C 
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